The convulsions that afflicted the western Catholic Church in the wake of the Protestant Reformation were especially intense in France and the Netherlands.
Luther's movement, it is now clear, would find its most cnduring home in the parts of central and eastern Europe where the cultural connections with Luther's German heartlands were particularly close. But in the cuphoric opening decade when Luther's protest first became a movement, the reformer and his German colleagues had high hopes of the rich, populous and heavily urbanised lands to the west. In both, for rather different reasons, these initial hopes would be dashed. In France, evangelicals and reform-minded churchmen invested great hopes in a king, Francis I, who certainly valued the new learning, even if his instinctive loyalty to Catholicism was never seriously in doubt.' In the Netherlands, a promising popular movement was extinguished through the determined opposition of the Emperor, Charles V, whose authority was nowhere more firmly applied to combat heresy than in his hereditary Burgundian lands.? In neither case would thc Lutheran Reformation put down the institutional roots that proved possible when the state power was enlisted in its support. The Reformation was thwarted, turned back and for a time submerged.
But in both lands it would rc-cmerge with violence and dynamic energy in the second half of the century.
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Calvinist churches, emerging from the shadows, became in both cases entwined with discontented and alienated elements of the local elites keen to challenge the efficacy of persecution as an instrument of policy. Demonstrations, riot, rebellion and ultimately war ensued. The interconnected nature of these two parallel crises has often been remarked. ' The insurgent churches and rebellious nobles in both lands took courage from developments across the border. Connections of family, affinity and mutual esteem reinforced the obvious mutual interest. As events moved towards a decisive confrontation the flow of men, materials and mutual support became more intense; once battle was joined it was obvious to the leaders of both parties in both countries that events across the border could decisively influence the outcome of the conflict closer to home.
It is hardly surprising that this intermingling of events found its echo in print. Both France and the Netherlands could boast a robust and highly sophisticated print culture. The publishing industries of Paris, Lyon and Antwerp played an established role in the international commerce of ideas, not least through a vibrant Latin trade. Both France and the Netherlands were also well underway towards establishing a broad-based reading public. The political convulsions that cngulfed the two lands inevitably intensified the hunger for information and opinion. It is hardly surprising that the resources of the print industry should be applied to satisfy this need. What has never before been systematically investigated is the way in which this rela- 'uropean Cotiflict, 1559 -1572 (London, 1973 ; Lolange Deyon and Alain Lottin, Les casseurs de l'ete 1.566 (We.sthoek, 1986) . ' For the Netherlands it relies partly on Paul Valkema Blouw, Typographia Batava, 1541-1600: A repertorium oj'bookv printed in the Northern Netherlands between 1541 and 1600 (Nieuwkoop, 1998 ) and partly on library searches. Especially important is the Knuttel collection in T'he Hague, and the collection of the Rijksuniversiteit Ghent. W.P.C. Knuttel, C,atalngu.s van de ?amfletten-r?erzameling berustende in de Konini*nkl#ke Bibliotheek, 9
